Years ago, chopping scrap banding was thought of as optional but with the explosive growth of the recycling industry and its demand for a higher grade of pre-processed scrap, chopping scrap banding is rapidly becoming a necessity. Most agree that a load of un-chopped banding is a waste of valuable dumpster space, and most recyclers consider hauling it a waste of fuel and labor. Scrap producers and recyclers agree that chopping the banding at the “point of generation (POG)” is the best possible solution.

In order to adapt to these industry changes, businesses from retail home stores and lumber yards to industries like plywood and veneer plants have asked for our choppers designed for the task.

From plastic to spools of ACSR, we have a solution for your linear chopping job.

they chop wires, steel and plastic straps and ACSR cables / reduce waste in a range of 20 to 1 / improve safety / increase productivity / leave more space on plant floor / convert scrap materials into money
5 good reasons for using choppers
Our choppers increase workplace safety reducing housekeeping costs and converting scrap into cash flow

**reduce dumping costs**
Our scrap choppers reduce the volume of unwanted packaging banding, which can be dumped in large (full truck) waste container, to only two former 210 litres oil barrels. The scrap is now chopped and ready for recycling without any extra process.

*less volume = less transports = more respect for the environment*

**increase production space**
Costs of industrial land are an important issue for a Company balance and they won’t get any cheaper therefore it is vital to use each square meter as profitably as possible! Nobody can afford to use land only as a deposit for worthless waste!

**quality and working area improvement**
A clean work floor normally indicates a healthy and flourishing business. That is your best publicity when your client visits you. Sometimes operators can be distressed by scrap on the floor reducing productivity and causing problems.

**reduce injuries and increase safety**
We all aim to reduce operators risks and injuries. Scraps left on working floor or shifted to waste points can be dangerous for operators. Grinding waste material in the point of generation is the best solution to avoid injuries.

**turn your waste into money**
Recycling material traders are more interested in ready-to-use waste since it does not need to be processed anymore and traders can save on transport costs.